New On DVD & Blu-Ray
Gotham Season One The good. The evil. The beginning. When rookie Gotham City
detective James Gordon, dedicated to restoring his crime-ridden metropolis back to its
decent and illustrious past, catches the case of a murdered socialite couple, he
promises their shattered, surviving son Bruce Wayne he'll find their killer. It is an
obligation and an obsession that will cost him dearly - and set the stage for the gritty
and exciting world of Gotham. Inspired by DC Comics characters beloved by
generations, this gripping hit series from the talents behind The Mentalist, CSI, Nikita
and Gossip Girl reaches deep into Batman lore to uncover the sinister layers of
corruption that secretly rule Gotham City, spawning ground of the world's most iconic
villains. Delve into the circumstances that created the bizarre personas who would
become Catwoman, The Penguin, The Riddler, Two-Face and The Joker in this entirely
new chapter that's never been told. Prepare yourself as this 4-Disc, 22-Episode Season
One straps you in for one furiously entertaining ride! Warner
Pitch Perfect 2 Beca (Anna Kendrick), Fat Amy (Rebel Wilson) and the Barden Bellas are
back to pitch slap the world! After a scandal threatens to derail their last year at
Barden, the three-time defending champs worry that they've lost their harmony for
good. With one chance left at redeeming their legacy, they must face off against the
toughest competition on the planet: German supergroup Das Sound Machine and
fight for their right to win at the World Championships of A Cappella. It will take the
power of sisterhood to find their voice and see what it takes to be the world's top
pitches! Universal
Blue Bloods Season 5 The Regan family continues to serve and protect the streets of
New York in the fifth tumultuous season of Blue Bloods. Oldest son Danny (Donnie
Wahlberg) works to convict a national felon as well as resolve a dangerous hostage
situation. Erin (Bridget Moynahan) faces numerous challenges as she navigates the
judicial system - enduring the retrial of a woman she's already convicted, as well as
enlisting the testimony of a protected mob informant. Meanwhile, Jamie's (Will Estes)
desire to help lands him in a few troubling situations. No matter what difficulties they
face, this is a squad that sticks together, protecting family before all else.
Paramount/CBS
Hawaii Five-O Season 5 Led by Steve McGarrett (Alex O'Loughlin) and Danny "Danno"
Williams (Scott Caan), the Hawaii Five-0 team faces some of the most terrifying
criminals ever as they fi ght to enforce law and order in paradise. With his kidnapped
brother's life on the line, Danny scrambles to get the money to save him, and Chin Ho
Kelly (Daniel Dae Kim) puts his own career on the line to help; Steve meets a woman
who helps him reopen his late father's last unsolved case; Kono Kalakaua (Grace Park)
and Chin are taken hostage while undercover in the black market world of priceless
art; Steve is kidnapped by Wo Fat; and, in the aftermath of his daughter's kidnapping,
Lou Grover (Chi McBride) becomes more accepting of the team's less-than-upstanding
tactics to keep the islands safe. It's a high tide of thrills in 25 action-packed episodes
that you don't want to miss. Paramount/CBS
CSI: Final Season Returns to the scene of the crime for its fifteenth and final season.
From a lethal chemistry classroom to a fatal medical marijuana clinic to a deadly
memorabilia convention, the evidence leads to Sin City's most twisted corners.
Whatever the case, lead investigator D.B. Russell (Emmy winner Ted Danson) knows he
can rely on the brilliance of blood-work expert Julie Finlay (Oscar nominee Elisabeth
Shue) and veteran investigators Nick Stokes (George Eads), Sara Sidle (Jorja Fox) and
Greg Sanders (Eric Szmanda). Yet the final challenge is darkest for the elite team of
experts, including Robert David Hall, Wallace Langham, Elisabeth Haranois, David
Berman, and Jon Wellner, when a serial killer stalks Las Vegas and his traps threaten to
ensnare one of CSI's own. The pulse-pounding suspense never lets up in the 18
gripping episodes of this 5-disc set that bring the breakthrough series to an
edge-of-your-seat finale. Paramount/CBS
CSI: Cyber Season One From cyber theft to virtual stalkers to internet connected
murders, CSI's newest specialists are online and on alert to protect America from a new
age of crime and a new kind of criminal. In CSI: Cyber Season 1, FBI Special Agent Avery
Ryan uses her experience as a behavioral psychologist to lead the FBI's Cyber Crime
Division and shack out the nameless, faceless enemies stalking victim online. She's
supported by a crew of web experts at the cyber Threat Operation Center, including
ex-Marine and Special Agent Elijah Mundo, shrewd analyst Daniel Krumitz reformed
black-hat hacker Brody Nelson, social media whiz Raven Ramirez, and FBI Assistant
Director Simon Sifter. In the 13 mind-blowing Season 1 episodes, the team probes the
"dark net" investigating the tech enemies who use the Internet to infiltrate and violate
innocent people's lives. It can happen to you... anyone can be victim of crime. But the
CSI: Cyber team is out to make sure justice clicks. Paramount/CBS
Checkmate Six people are thrown together during an elaborate bank heist where any
move can alter the outcome. Is it coincidence, or are they merely pawns in a much
bigger game. Stars Danny Glover, Sean Astin, Vinnie Jones. Alchemy
The Dempsey Sisters Deena, Sheena and Tina are sisters who have always shared
everything, including their love for music. Now that they’re all grown up, they make a
joint decision that getting back to their musical roots and putting their family band
back together is what they truly want. When their brother Luke and his wife fall on
hard times and show up at their doorstep unexpectedly, they convince him to be their
manager. Through their gift of song, the sisters and Luke find that believing in a dream
and the strength of a family bond can get you through anything. Alchemy
Aquarius Season One Los Angeles, 1967. Welcome to the Summer of Love. Aquarius
stars David Duchovny ("The X Files;" "Californication") as Sam Hodiak, a seasoned
homicide detective whose investigations dovetail with the activities of real-life cult
leader Charles Manson in the years before he masterminded the most notorious
killings of a generation, the Tate-LaBianca murders. A small-time but charismatic leader
with big plans, Manson has begun to build up his "family", recruiting vulnerable young
men and women to join his cause. Teaming up with a young cop who will help him
infiltrate Manson's circle, Hodiak is forced to see things through the questioning eyes
of someone who came of age amongst the current anti-establishment counterculture.
Edgy, addictive and visually stunning, the Age of Aquarius is here. Anchor Bay

